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Abstract. The complex methodological approaches for solving problem tasks 
objects quality assessment are determined on the basis of system analysis means com-
bination and of the information and software complex development of research data 
processing with use of modern mean knowledge providing. Methodological support 
is based on theoretical knowledge in field of information entropy theory, synergetic, 
knowledge-oriented databases development; information space of integrating enti-
ties unity principles. The scientific and practical foundations of methodological and 
informational support for the determination of complex systems state assessment and 
their functional capabilities, safety level of the investigated objects, using of knowledge-
oriented information systems for obtaining knowledge on the research objects results at 
level “state (system –environment) – change – process – system state”. The generalized 
algorithmic approach from complex system object analysis as integrity having its mi-
crostructure to which it is proposed to attribute not only component components and 
elements, but also processes of its functioning is developed. Practical implementation 
of the proposed informational and methodological approaches for complex systems 
study analysis on the entropy-information basis is shown on the results of quality and 
safety functioning assessment of natural-technological, ecological-economic systems, 
providing operational control and safety management of technological processes.

Keywords: environmental safety, methods of system analysis, mathematic modeling 
methods, information monitoring systems, safety state identification, environmental 
knowledge-oriented systems, information program of systems quality assessment

Introduction

In general nature situations uniqueness or nuances of economic, social and 
ecological manifestation; in relation to uncertainty due to reasons of irregularity 
or randomness, stochasticity of controlled processes and goals ambiguity, criteria, 
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alternatives of actions and consequences during hard time constraints, it is pro-
posed to form a methodological complex of analysis and complex objects state 
assessment on theory of synergetics, entropy and information for the study of sys-
tems of weak organizational hierarchical structure base for – COHS.

Information uncertainty about the assessment of the state and changes of 
such systems is determined by the presence of ignorance about the interconnec-
tion of the components in the system itself, the stochastic nature of the external 
environment, the probabilistic nature of internal processes in systems and their 
relationship with the environment (E).

Review of recent publications
System object state analysis within the decision-making task requires a proce-

dure for determining the goal, indicators of the preconditions for its achievement 
(criteria) and the ways of rational bringing the systems to the goal. Thus, two critical 
cases are considered in relation to object functioning and the control processes:

1) uncertainty is reduced to a priori ignorance of the consequences quantita-
tive characteristics on the base of constructing a statistically grounded action plan 
and solving vector optimization problems with solving the problems of displaying 
a real system in a compact mathematical form;

2) practically complete conditions uncertainty and functioning laws, ambigu-
ity of goals and criteria is solved on the basis of intuitive-logical analysis of ODM, 
the application of mathematical support for the quantitative expression of intui-
tive evaluations and experience.

These DM approaches have significant disadvantages in uncertainty elements 
presence: for the first direction – different types of uncertainty are not solved and 
ignorant non-formalized factors related to the achievement of the goal (decision-
making); in the second case, the subjective component significantly increases 
when establishing a final decision that overlooks the objective factors of multicri-
teria assessment of the state, processes and situation, provided the goal is achieved.

The main disadvantage of the proposed methodology of organizing system ob-
jects regarding their quality and safety management is the application of concepts, 
definitions, formalized representations, etc. the traditional synergetic G. Haken 
concerning the self-organizing ordering in order to obtain purposeful systems in 
the plane of the concepts of chaos and the order by random nature trajectory of 
systems motion in the phase space [1, 2], the introduction of a synergetic informa-
tion theory for statistical representation of the chaotic system state in form of its 
uniformly distributed elements by any sign value [3]. In defining the system state 
from the thermodynamic approach standpoint, according to I. R. Prigogine [4], is 
used concepts of stability and destabilization with disorder maximization, that is, 
the entropy growth and bifurcation point attainment.

Self-organization concept as a transition from a chaotic to a more orderly 
state is the base of dissipative structures formation. Such systemic transitions are 
the result of irreversible non-equilibrium processes considered [5–7].
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To describe the relations with available input and output information in the 
form of knowledge about the state and process, data on the intermediate variables 
that determine the transformation in the system using logical networks [8].

Imitation models are widely used in the study of the environment and indi-
vidual objects, usually to determine their state and forecast changes in order to 
avoid environmental hazards, planning threats elimination measures [9]. At pres-
ent, an appeal to the information component of the external person world is rel-
evant. In this sense, the use of models based on the theory of information entropy, 
namely the Shannon entropy, which is used to solve problems from many differ-
ent knowledge fields, first of all, the study of ecological and economic systems, 
became widespread. Thus, based on the results of remote ecosystems sensing, the 
prospect of applying this approach in natural objects monitoring data assessment 
[10] has been established. The prospect of the entropy approach introduction is 
also defined for the social issues analyze, for example, the assessment of business 
processes development and economic decisions adoption [11, 12].

In general, in a large number of decision-making tasks, the analysis of the 
man-made object state of socio-ecological and economic content and its quality 
management is based only on experimental data (training sample) [13]. Decision-
making in the conditions of local information and implicit knowledge leads to 
errors in the decision-making on the homeostasis maintenance in natural-techno-
genic formations. The sequence of factors, events, conditions of real processes is 
characterized by a certain causal connection of explicit and implicit dependencies. 
The formalization of implicit dependencies is associated with indirect causative 
relationships based on the construction of formal algebra-logical models of im-
plicit selection constructs [14].

It is precisely in order to eliminate the aforementioned disadvantages within 
the boundaries of denoted DMtasks, a consistent solution of uncertainty is con-
sidered on the base of a complex methodology that contains the provisions of the 
theory of information entropy, synergetics, logical and mathematical structures 
theories, using the experience of scientists in solving individual problems in this 
research area.

The methodology for assessment the quality (conformity) of a complex orga-
nizational system involves establishing mechanisms to eliminate the direct link 
between economic growth and deterioration of environment state, providing an 
analytical state conformity assessment and systems functioning in the plane of 
probabilistic-entropy risk-level of safety requirements implementation. It is the 
consideration of the generalized single thermodynamic nature of any system, the 
above analysis of entropy method use of successive reduction and the solution of 
uncertainties allows us to propose a comprehensive methodical introduction 
comparative estimation system of any nature system objects quality of under the 
entropy state function and changes based on meaningful improvement of the pro-
posed methods and their combination to achieve the goal of the study. Such an 
analytical system allows us to use the proposed methods not only individually, in 
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complex tasks and objects that are contradictory in nature, they use consecutive-
entropy correspondences in the form ∆S  is an input information for a compara-
tor; comparator identification of monitoring information allows to obtain initial 
data for factor situation analysis (cognitive modeling) with the further establish-
ment of an entropy function for assessing the state and estimating the processes 
probability and obtaining the final result in the decision making in conditions of 
uncertainty.

Proposed methods

Mathematical assurance system objects quality in situation of uncertainty ac-
cording to strengthening the stabilizing mechanisms processes of natural order 
self-organization in object, the processes establishment of transformational con-
tent that lead to targeted effects, ordering weighty factors, which enhance or create 
conditions for the full stable it functionality implementation.

For consider dynamic changes characteristics in systems offered to contact to 
Lyapunov function. State and processes is characterized entropy S K( ) and its 
production ′( )S K  under conditions when argument is an invariant K  and is vari-
able. For such K  in changing entropy role information measure is information 
entropy of the form [15–17]

 S K K( ) = ⋅χ ln . (1)

Then stable processes are conditional dS K j( ) =| 0 , where j  defines extreme 
conditions. According to Lyapunov’s stability criteria, the state of the system be-
comes stable dynamically, if entropy production has maximum that inherent for 
processes and objects realized in nature:

 d S K d S Kj j
2 20 0( ) > ′( ) <| |; . (2)

Statistically entropy minimum state is unstable, since there is a probability of 
self-satisfactory processes fluctuating appearance, which allows further entropy 
growth. Entropy growth in dynamical processes as a function of K  by Lyapunov’s 
criteria virtue the state of minimum entropy considered dynamically stable. In-
deed, organization of a stable thermodynamic flow (matter transmission, energy, 
information) between systems in nature and at the level of technical, natural and 
technical objects defines stationary states sequence that locally minimum produc-
tion principle of Prigogine entropy under self-organization condition and guaran-
tees the stability of the systems by Lyapunov (Fig. 1) [16, 17].

For system research object “object 0-state (systems as components) – process 
(system of processes, operator state change or support) – object i-state (system)” 
in existing systems of economic, social and environmental monitoring as an input 
information stream ( x x1 2, ) and output variable ( y ) problem formulation for 
fuzzy rules base forming of typical algorithm has form: x A x Ai i1 1 2 2= ∧ =  for 
y B i Ni= =, 1,  [15, 16].
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Figure 1. – System stability based on max entropy production

According to monitoring information initial data samples are formed, taking 
into account presence of well-known and sufficient values amount η = y j  to set 
the exact value ξ , which are educational sample base in such form:

 x x y ,K1 2 1η ξ η ξ η ξ η ξ, , , ,   , ( ) ( ) ( )( ) =( ), , (3)

where x x y1 2
η ξ η ξ η ξ, , , ,  ( ) ( ) ( ),  – respectively, input and output variables value from

experiment objects characteristics η = y j  and ξ ;
K  – total number of experimental data in training sample.

Among the monitoring objects characteristics set their minimum and maximum 
values, which under these conditions reflect the ability to achieve necessary target 
points. Similarly source data is analyzed – systems state at unsatisfactory (y min) and 
conforming to requirements at an acceptable natural / permissible level (y max):

x x x x x x y1 1 1 2 2 2∈  ∈   ∈  
min max min max min max, , , , y ,y .

Appropriately set fuzzy sets with linguistic values: L – external factors (prop-
erties, parameters, characteristics, etc.), M – internal factors, H – state, character-
istic. The membership functions intersect at the level of 0,5, with point estimate 
form, taking into account entropy function form (Fig. 2).

Variable space distribution is divided according to the specified sets into such 
a number of segments (Fig. 2):

x x x x y1 1 2 2 4min max min max min max, 3, , 5, ,y  =   =   = .

For x1 specified fuzzy sets L M H1 1 1, , { }, for x2  as a dynamic estimate of the 
greater volume information, generalizing content the set takes into account the 
“process”: LM  – factors interaction at their “meeting” in the system, HM  – inter-
nal factors influence on system properties, taking into account changes in compo-
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sition and structure, implementing destructive phenomena of recured and non-
recured nature – L LM M HM H2 2 2 2 2, , , ,{ } , accordingly the output variable is 
formed y  – L LM HM Hy y y y, , ,{ } .

Figure 2. – Variables distribution space in object quality assessment

The discrepancy conditional entropy is defined:

S x x f x f x dx
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For the information-entropy system state assessment according to analytical 
expressions, functional is used:

 I x n p x p xi i
i

n

( ) = + ( ) ⋅ ( )
=
∑log log2 2

1

 (4)

Object interaction with external systems is characterized by unstable dynam-
ic equilibrium with an objective reduction of ordering due to exchange variations 
of information, substance and energy. The irreversible processes in time and the 
future uncertainty are identified as entropy dynamics, the quantitative character-
istics of which according to the content of a certain level allows the membership 
function to be accepted as changes in entropy ∅S .

The consideration of systems interaction with synergistic effect of self-orga-
nizing action leads to the stationary state stabilization “system ( H0 ) – environ-
ment (W)” in form “state 0 – process (external factor – internal factor, internal 
factor – internal factor) – state0” (Fig. 3) taking into account the existing situation 
uncertainty (Fig. 2 b). The system stabilization in interaction with environment, 
characterized by chaotic influence, depends on arbitrary processes probability, are 
reduced by negative entropy values of factors interaction ( LM HM,  2 ), which is 
determined on a phenomenological base. Thus, in the field of uncertainty at the 
interval a b, [ ]  between values  ,min maxx x2 2   by entropy assessment an unidenti-
fied event and managerial action factor are established [15–18].

The most complex situation in case of researching “system (H0) – environ-
ment (W)” within the “system (H0) – environment (W)” in form “state 0 – process 
(external factor – internal factor, internal factor – internal factor) – state1” is 
solved analytical description of situation uncertainty base with implementation of 
intermediate states unstable in negentropy centers presence and active destabiliza-
tion factors (Fig. 4).

Figure 3. – Solving the uncertainty system state by the 
entropy trajectory of self-healing processes
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Figure 4. – Uncertainty determination in “object – environment” 
state assessment task on homeostasis recovery synergetic

Avoiding expert procedures objectively address the initial natural homeosta-
sis “object – environment” H0 , around which there are external and internal na-
ture factors interactions, which, according to the entropy function is defined as a 
return to natural relationships resumption between systems H W LM H0 0↔ → →  
or self-organizing synergistic effects of disorder desire to stable equilibrium con-
dition provided ′( )S K ,S ξ η|( ) , ∅S →0 (Fig. 4) [15–18].

Features of logic-mathematical methods introduction and uncertainty consis-
tent solution means. For relationships describing with available input and output 
information in knowledge form about state and process, data about the intermedi-
ate variables that determine the transformation in the system, use logical networks.

The implicit situation with regard to the processes in the system is character-
ized by the existence of several alternatives and the need to synchronize selected 
events within the fixed changes made. The implicit choice is thus determined by 
combining the synchronization and selection structures. So, processes P P1 2  and   and P P1 2  and  
can lead to changes by presence of activity in processes P P4 5  and   and P P4 5  and  , which ulti-
mately stabilizes the system (Fig. 5), taking into account intermediate events t , 
which contribute to the satisfactory flow of processes by entropy assessment 
− → → − →S S Sproz systmax, max, min∆ ∆ .

Figure 5. – The situation of implicit changes processes choice in the 
system between P4  and P5  at realization of initial situation C1  into 

result of R
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Thus, it is proposed to avoid uncertainty at decision way to manage system 
objects of socio-ecological and economic content using constructive mathemati-
cal logic models, combining the state and processes analysis in the systems and 
beyond with environment.

Entropy-graph models usage for natural-technogenic objects within the “state 
(system – environment) – process – state of the system” study.

There are no infinite straight lines in nature, so there is invariance at infinite 
scales number in nature. Each system can be highly organized, that is, have a de-
veloped and complex structure, less organized with a simple structure, completely 
chaotic, when its elements are distributed randomly and, on average, in a homo-
geneous manner. According to the fundamental provisions structures formation 
theory in irreversible processes, there is necessity appeal to fractal geometry with 
getting connection between the basic concepts of chaos and structure, the entropy 
of different nature systems state quantitative assessment (Fig. 6).

Systems structural organization measure entropy function is adopted in rela-
tion to the implementation of equilibrium or imbalance, the direction determina-
tion of structures development or degradation in the system object.

In process of development and evolution (new structures sequence) of a 
complex system by important factors in maintaining stability and integrity are 
the self-organization within the systems internal environment and their interac-
tion with the environment, the links maintenance that homogenize the system 
space, not allowing voltage points creation – an entropy explosion, the chaos 
realization. The main task for complex systems synergetic analysis is to identify 
the main factors at each stage of successive and irreversible transition from one 
systems state to another with the implementation of a certain internal organiza-
tion level and the structural elements connection degree with the predominance 
of a certain communication type between them. To identify pre-crisis states, 
an integrated signaling approach is implemented based on modern synerget-
ic, multifractal and wavelet analysis methods, entropy methods, graphological 
models, etc [15–18].

Significant long-term deviation from equilibrium state leads to consolida-
tion in space-time system existence environment dissipative formations accu-
mulation, the dissipation intensification with a sharp system change in attractor 
direction (Fig. 7).

In order to satisfy the homeostatic state in relation to the object implementa-
tion of natural (defined from the beginning) macro functions, it is necessary to 
fully realize the extremely minimal number of important functions for system 
stability informational support. This requires compliance with high activity con-
ditions of components, system elements, structural integrity and significant func-
tional flexibility. It is the synergetics of system object homeostasis is determined 
by the information entropy balance of internal and external environment and the 
reserve of flexibility constituent elements and stability, which ensures structural 
integrity and further maintains the primacy of its macro properties.
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Figure 6. – Schema of system object “state – processes” research
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Figure 7. – Schema of system state changes by entropy-information 
assessment equilibration search: S1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8, , , , , , ,  – information, 

thermodinamical, Bolzman, Gibbs, Shennon, Kolmagorov, Renny-
Thallis entropies, wavelet entropy

Providing the structure of investigated system object in two complexes form 
determines the necessity of an integrated approach to finding optimum for goals 
and conditions reconciliation, ensuring complexity and systemicity in sustainable 
development problems solution (definition of goals, conditions for the development 
process and organizational structure creation of execution and conditions). Thus, 
integrated approach to study complex structured systems is determined by its com-
ponents connection and the compromise achievement of its “interests”. Point inter-
ests coincidence as an external attractor of interaction “object – environment” is 
achieved by processes implementation, state changes, determined by the entropy 
trajectory of economic development and entropy growth of external environment 
(surrounding systems) S1 7 8, , ; influences realization on environment systems and 
their functionality preservation at the expense of entropy voltage decrease trajecto-
ries at adaptation and self-organization S5 6,  (see Fig. 7). According to the decoupling 
concept, this state for socio ecology and economical systems is reflected as the eco-
nomic development polarity with respect to the ecological subsystem.

It is proposed to modify the analysis scheme of a complex system research 
object. On the basis of the observation data received by the structural matrix, it is 
expedient to construct a model in graph form which have the cognitive map con-
tent, that is factor analysis base in relation to the systems dynamics and the deter-
mination of the further self-organization direction regarding stable systemic edu-
cation structurization by influence factors – x x x x1 2 3 4, , ,  (the first factors group) 
responsible x input  = x x x x6 7 8 9, , ,  provided internal system structure functionality 
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(x x1 2,  – promoting system development, x x3 4,  – negative impact) and system ele-
ments state, namely x x x x x5 6 7 8 9, , , ,  (second group) are relevant x x x x x xsyst , , , ,= 1 2 3 4 5, 
and action factors on external environment on system side xoutput (third group of 
factors) positive x10  (system performance) and negative impact in the form of 
waste x11  [16]. There is schema of system object graph model – oriented graph 
G G X A= ( ),  (Fig. 8), where X  – analized systems set: X X X X1 2 3 4, , ,  – environment 
recourses; climate; socio-economic environment; transport; X X X X X5 6 7 8 9, , , ,  – 
state of atmosphere; hydrosphere; soil; flora, fauna; X10 – man state; X11 – external 
ecological environment; А – connections between systems a ji  where V  – informa-
tion entrance system, j  – information exit system.

Figure 8. – Schema of system object graph model – oriented graph 
G G X A= ( ), 
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The complex system mathematical model formulation with a reflection of 
its structural features as an ecological, socio-economic object of research is car-
ried out in this order. The structural system matrix is arranged: the inputs to the 
system are reflected on the matrix left side, the system outputs on the matrix 
right side (Fig. 9 a).

Figure 9. – Structural matrix of system object “(system – environment) 
– processes-external environment–state of the system”
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The links between the elements of a complex system structure are interactions 
constant (direct and inverse relationships) and probable (possible, random: direct 
and inverse relationships), which are weak in influence, informative [16]. The 
(Fig. 9) has the following designations: x x x x1 2 3 4, , ,  – provision of E systems re-
sources; climatic conditions; the state of the socio-economic environment; trans-
port / communication; x x x x x5 6 7 8 9, , , ,  – atmospheric air condition; hydro resourc-
es; soil / surface of the earth’s cover; vegetation; the animal world; x10  – human 
condition / livelihood; x11 – impact on ecological emergency; connections (see 
Fig. 8) are constant (–) |→  – strait, ←| – inverse and random (– – -) |→– strait, ↵– 
inverse probabilistic relationships.

All matrix columns are indicated x j  according to the coordinates x x x x x xk k n n l1 1 1,..., , ,..., ,...,+ +( ),
x x x x x xk k n n l1 1 1,..., , ,..., ,...,+ +( ), , where k  – last number of input coordinates (tasks, targeted stud-

ies); n – number of system core coordinates; l  – last coordinate number of exter-
nal obstacles, environmental impacts. All elements of the matrix are indicated a ji ,
where j  – matrix column number; V– line number. For diagonal elements takes 
place j i= , non-diagonal j i↑  (Fig. 9 b). Established expressions for operators, the 
resulting numerical values of their coefficients are used to analyze the system state 
of the research object.

Scientific results. According to research tasks defines the main ways models 
and methodological approaches improving complex systems safety level evalu-
ation by analyses “state (system – environment) – changes – process – system 
state”. Defined methods characteristics state investigation “system – environment” 
according to the methodological approaches analysis in the environmental, eco-
logical and economic analysis fields to environmental safety assess. The methods 
system information data disparate objects monitoring comprehensive assessment, 
entropy and knowledge base processing methods, analysis and environmental and 
socio-economic information evaluation is offered.

To assess ecological safety level “system – environment” proposes an algo-
rithm (Fig. 10) for probabilistic-entropy approach implementation to determine 
the state by information amount ξ , which is contained in obtained previous stage 
results of the problem solution or is established relatively to the system character-
istics η .

The research object general condition is determined by such dependencies of 
the information function

I S MSξ η ξ ξ η( ) = ( ) − ( );

 I p
p

P x P y
ij

ij

i ji

η ξ
ξ η

( ) = −
={ } ={ }∑ log2

, (5)

where I ξ η( ) – amount of information in ξ  relatively η ;
I η ξ( )  – amount of information in η  relatively ξ ;

S ξ( ) – state entropy ξ ;
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MS ξ η( ) – conditional entropy expected value at variable ξ ;
pij  – compatible probability distribution.

Figure 10. – Probabilistic-entropy assessment of system state and risk 
factors: ρ  – probability of matching the natural properties; 

α  – estimation error; ∅S , ∅S1, ∅S2 , ∅S3 – estimation of general changes, 
probabilistic, stochastic, random processes respectively

As ξ  and η determine the same ratio: the amount of information in η  rela-
tively ξ  and amount of information in ξ  relatively η , then I Sη ξ ξ( ) = ( ) [18].

Found that organizational and technical systems related to fuzzy conditions sys-
tem of their operation, requiring appropriate phenomenological framework usage 
of experience, knowledge, based on knowledge-based information systems. Applied 
only thermodynamic nature as a basis for object systems modeling, which permitted 
entropy method consistent reduction and uncertainties solution designed for com-
prehensive methodological support of the entropy-comparator conformity quality 
system objects assessment of any nature safety requirements (Fig. 11).

Logical transformation core is given by relations graph of the component state 
criteria for ξ  and η  (fig. 11) [15, 18].
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Figure 11. – Graphic scheme core linear logical transformation K x y,( )
Providing environmental and economic analysis of the system object ξ  due to 

its complexity and multiple ties with environment gets into the uncertainty situa-
tion by the evaluation criteria: economic development level (а – economical sys-
tem), socio-economic index society well-being (b – socio-economic system), envi-
ronmental level (с – ecological system), population health assessment (d – social 
system). Available informational inaccuracies, absence proposed to supplement by 
the relationship function, for example, existing general information on economic 
(1), social (2) and environmental (3) quality indicators (see Fig. 11). For getting 
data about ξ  introduced linear-logical transformation core by providing a general 
quality assessment for ξ , which takes into account all evaluation criteria, that is, 
have a connection and the final result taking into account the information by η:

K x y x x y x ya c d,( ) = ∨( ) ∨1 3 ;

Q y x a b c d x x y x y P x

x a b c d x x

a c d

a

( ) = ∃ ∈{ } ∨( ) ∨( ) ∧ ( )( ) =
= ∃ ∈{ } ∨

, , ,

, , ,

1 3

cc d a b c dy x y x x x x y y( ) ∨( )( ∧ ∨ ∨ ∨( )) = ∨1 3 1 3.

As K x y K y z K x z1 2, , , , ,( ) ( ) ( ) are rectangular matrices, then the conjunction 
of predicates is considered as a product of matrices:

K x z K x y K y z K x y K y z
y N

, , , , ,( ) = ( ) ⋅ ( ) = ∨ ( ) ∧ ( )( )
∈1 2 1 2

.

Proposed a number of information technology for integrated complex sys-
tems safety analysis, designated improvement areas in case of information and 
methodological support formation for natural and man-made objects compre-
hensive quality assessment.

Established scientific and practical principles methodological, informational 
support complex systems state measurement and their functionality, investigated 
objects safety level based on usage of knowledge-based information systems ob-
taining knowledge by the study object results at “state (system – environment) – 
changes – process – system state”.

Developed algorithmic approach for object comprehensive analysis in whole, 
with its microstructure, which proposed to refer not only components and ob-
ject system and operation processes. In systematic analysis introduced unique 
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continuous real objects variables display for which the entropy is infinite, via in-
formation function (see Fig. 10).

According to provided methodological support information entropy function 
is introduced to establish the information uncertainty degree, ie the lack about 
system and its dynamics state information.

Proposed to avoid uncertainty in solving system socio-ecological-economic 
content objects environmental safety level assessment due to using mathematical 
logic structural models, combining state analysis and processes in systems, inter-
acting with the environment: entropy state assessment and processes, quality level 
comparator identification (safety, environmental).

In a detailed system objects study based on their hierarchical structure result-
ing entropy function is perceived as uncertain behavior not well-ordered system 
of any dimension. To assess natural territorial complexes state applied thermody-
namics, physical, informational entropy to determine environmental quality level 
for complex objects by only inconsistency measure environmental safety bound-
aries disparate systems and processes in them: maximum entropy production for 
one conditions group group (ξ) compatible with its minimum for other (η):

 S y p pj i j
i

i jξ η| log  2=( ) = −∑ | |
, (6)

 MS P y p pj
j

i j i j
i

ξ η η| log  2( ) = − =( )∑ ∑ | |
, (7)

where S ξ η|( ) – conditional entropy η  at ξ = x ;
MS ξ η|( ) – mathematical expectation of conditional entropy with
variable ξ .

Adopted entropy adherence function for investigated system objects and de-
termines deviation state level object component and its overall from equilibrium, 
homeostasis “system – environment”, which presented information about danger 
on any grounds.

The information space concept, system analysis related with conceptual study 
object model definition under scenario and target approach in order to create 
knowledge-based systems to it safety situation assess and sustainable develop-
ment. The information and software develop approaches for solving complex tasks 
in complex heterogeneous objects assessment for their operation compliance with 
the environmental safety requirements was analyzed.

Developed the informational-software for practical application ecological 
safety level integrated assessment methods which based on entropy and informa-
tion approaches by awareness monitoring data.

Information part formed for system formation state assessment in knowledge-
based systems form. Within information and methodological support developed 
knowledge base on existing data basis about the system, additional information 
obtained as a result of uncertainty removal provided complex system low level in-
vestigation. New data obtained as a final result consistent uncertainties decrease at 
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detailed scheme study “state1 – process – state 2” applying state system formation 
“object – environment”, with phased complex methodological and information 
support implementation in complex systems quality assessment (Fig. 12) [15, 18].

Figure 12. – General scheme of knowledge-
oriented information system

Figure 13. – Assessment of environmental safety level

In practice, the proposed information and software implemented for the 
comprehensive analysis results on the entropy-information based complex ob-
jects study, given the practical environmental safety evaluation results for natural 
and industrial objects (Zmiev district, heat station), environmental and economic 
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systems (Zmiev district – population health system) and operative safety control 
man-made objects based on Android (Fig. 13).

Introduced comprehensive complex objects safety evaluation system is re-
alized in practice in natural and man-made complex safety analyzing in Zmiev 
district landfill monitoring studies, whose territory is affected by industrial and 
energy differs significant accumulation of heavy metals (HM) in soils and appro-
priate level health (Fig. 14).

Figure 14. – Ecological safety level assessment 
of the soil and population health state

At the micro level of complex system analysis to ensure proposed method-
ological approaches implementation to assess object level safety which is consid-
ered at example of factors restoration estimation attainable children with cerebral 
palsy state capacity (Fig. 15).

On this figure we have the following designations:
− PVI – periventricular ischemia;
− VGK1, VGK2, VGK3, VGK4 – intragastric hemorrhages (I, II, III, IV stages);
− PVL1, PVL2, PVL3 – periventricular leukomalacia (I, II, III stages).
The mobile devices oriented software that functioning on operating system 

Android, for continuous security processes monitoring on the example selecting 
effective treating sludge water means at coal-concentrated industries (Fig. 16).
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Figure 15. – Program evaluation of stabilization state 
factor of children cerebral palsy patients

Figure 16. – Deposition process state determination 
according to the experimental data
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Thus, the proposed entropy approach to substantiating a comprehensive sys-
tem for evaluating the overall object and processes state of an external and internal 
nature, based on a knowledge-oriented base and system entropy theory, allows to 
solve problems of various directions and purposes from the standpoint of iden-
tifying conditions for achieving the goal and realizing natural coherence “object 
– environment”.

Conclusion

1. The information and methodological support comprehensive analysis of 
the environmental safety of objects based on entropy and information awareness 
approaches of monitoring data. Algorithmic implementation of methodological 
support software for quality evaluation of complex systems-level research “state 
(system – environment) – process – system state” is proposed [15–18].

2. Analyzed approaches in developing information and software support for 
solving complex tasks of heterogeneous complex objects accordance assessment 
to their environmental sustainable development operation and environmental 
safety requirements.

3. The software was developed for continuous environmental safety monitor-
ing in terms of anthropogenic impact areas, the unstable system state, manage-
ment and selection of effective production processes according to the provided 
comprehensive analysis and assessment of diverse complex systems and danger-
ous situations [15–18].
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